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No 
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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Continuation of extensive oral training in German. Emphasis on conversational 
idiom. Introduction to German customs, culture, civilization, current affairs, etc. 
Grammar analysis is kept to a minimum. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 
A. Apply the linguistic principles of German inductively at an intern1ediate level. 
B. Demonstrate mastery of everyday structural and idiomatic patterns within an 

all-German setting. 
C. Demonstrate sufficient fluency in oral German to be able to carryon a 

conversation on any of the topics treated during the course. 
D. Pronounce German accurately, ifnot perfectly with correct syllabic stress and 

good intonation. 
E. Demonstrate the ability to spealc for three to five minutes on an assigned 

number of topics. 

V. CONTENT 
A. Linguistics 

1. Classes of words 
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a) possessive pronouns (mein, dein, sein, ihr, sein, unser, euer, ihr) 
b) relative pronouns (Das sind die die Studenten, denen ich helfe.) 
c) adjectives (tolerant, friedlich, groJlziigig, etc.) 
d) prepositions (in, an, auf, iiber, unter, vor, hinter, zwischen, etc.) 

2. Declension 
a) nominative case: subject of the sentence (Der Computer ist neu.) 
b) accusative case: direct object (lch kaufe den Computer.) 
c) dative case: indirect object (Ich gebe dem Studenten einen Computer). 
d) genitive case: equivalent to an English "of... phrase"/possessive (Der 

Computer des Madchens.) 
3. Imperative 

a) to express commands (Geh nach Hause!) 
b) to express wishes (Sprechen Sie bitte etwas lauter!) 
c) to express suggestions (Lerne deine KommilitonInnen gut kennen!) 
d) to express warnings (Geht nicht so nah ans Wasser!) 

4. Past Tense 
a) Present perfect tense: the conversational past (Gestem habe ich Tennis 

gespielt.) 
b) Simple past tense: most commonly used in written narratives (Das neue 

Museum offnete letzte Wochen seine Tiiren. Viele Besucher stromten zu der 
Ausstellung.) 

c) Past perfect tense: it shows that an action has taken place prior to some other 
past events (Als sie anlcamen, hatte das Konzert schon begonnen.) 

B. Culture 
1. Berlin as the capital: the Berlin Wall 1961-1989; German reunification; the 

Museumsinsel (the museum island); the Currywurst (curry sausage). 
2. Munich: the capital of the Nazi movement; the Oktoberfest and the world 

famous Hojbrauhaus; the Deutsche Museum. 
3. Heidelberg: the world famous Universitat Heidelberg and university life in 

Germany; Hannah Arendt, a famous student at Heidelberg university; 
Heidelberger Romantik (Heidelberg romanticism). 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

I. In-class assignments: 
a. Phonological drills to aid comprehension as well as pronunciation 
b. Sentence transformation and completion exercises 
c. Question and answer exercises 
d. Discussion of cultural and historical elements such as the fall of the Berlin 

Wall, Checkpoint Charlie, the origin of the Oktoberfest, Munich a traditional 
and a modem city. 

e. Oral exchanges with new syntactic combinations 
f. Laboratory listening exercises 

2. Out-of-class assignments such as watching a Marlene Dietrich movie and -
preparing role-playing exercises of particular scenes, or going to a performance 
by Max Raabe and his Palace Orchestra at the SF Jazz Center. 
a. Laboratory listening exercises 
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b. Textbook exercises 
c. Preparation of oral reports on cultural and historical topics such as the 

Brandenburger Tor, a symbol of German separation, or German reunification 
of 198911990, or Marlene Dietrich, a famous Berliner. 

B. Evaluation 
l. Class performance: preparation and participation 
2. Oral presentations on topics such as those listed in "Culture" above 
3. Regular oral quizzes on grammar and cultural topics 
4. Comprehensive oral final examination on syntax and culture studied 

C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials 
Augustyn, Prisca and Nikolaus Euba, Stationen: Ein Kursbuch/iir die Mittelstu/e, 
Boston: Thomson-Heinle, 2008. (textbook and workbook). 

VII. Title 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)) 
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